Introduction
Electrochemical technology can provide valuable cost efficient and environmentally friendly contributions to industrial process development with a minimum of waste production and toxic material. Examples are the implementation of electrochemical effluent treatment, for example, the removal of heavy metal ions from solutions, destruction of organic pollutants, or abatement of gases. Further progress has been made in inorganic and organic electro synthesis, fuel cell technology, primary and secondary batteries, for example, metal-hydride and lithium-ion batteries. Examples of innovative industrial processes are the membrane process in the chloralkali industry and the implementation of the gas-diffusion electrode (GDE) in hydrochloric acid electrolysis with oxygen reduction instead of hydrogen evolution at the cathode [1] . The main advantages of electrochemical processes are:
• Versatility: Direct or indirect oxidation and reduction, phase separation, concentration or dilution, biocide functionality, applicability to a variety of media and pollutants in gases, liquids, and solids, and treatment of small to large volumes from micro liters up to millions of liters. • Energy efficiency: Lower temperature requirements than their non electrochemical counterparts, for example, anodic destruction of organic pollutants instead of thermal incineration; power losses caused by inhomogeneous current distribution, voltage drop, and side reactions being minimized by optimization of electrode structure and cell design. • Amenability to automation: The system inherent variables of electrochemical processes, for example, electrode potential and cell current, are particularly suitable for facilitating process automation and control. • Cost effectiveness: Cell constructions and peripheral equipment are generally simple and, if properly designed, also inexpensive. The backbone of any electrochemical technology is the electrochemical reactor, therefore the perfect design and scale-up plays an important role in successful of this electrochemical technology [2] .
The principal of similarity
Dimensional analysis as a basic concept underlying the theory of transport processes and chemical reactor is familiar to every chemical engineer in analyzing laboratory data for reacting systems, the various rate constants, transfer coefficients, transport properties and reactor dimension must be combined in such a way that dimensional consistency is maintained. Most engineers are familiar with the Buckingham theorem which may be considered a formal restatement of the requirement of dimensional consistency [3] 
Scale-up philosophy
An electrochemical reaction can be conducted in batch or continuous (mixed/plug flow) mode. Further, the reactors can be operated with or without recycle. Further classifications are possible on the basis of flow arrangement (parallel/series flow) or electrical connections (monopolar/bipolar). The electrodes may be flat (2-dimensional solid electrode) or porous (3-dimensional) electrode. Three-dimensional electrodes are used when high surface area is desired to compensate for the inherent low current density of the process. The electrodes can be configured to be horizontally placed or vertically placed [4] . The philosophy of scaling-up chemical process units requires the values of corresponding dimensionless groups of the two units are similar [5] . Several similarity criteria have been defined to guide the engineer to scale-up a reactor [6] . The criteria normally employed in thermo chemical reactors are those of geometric, kinematic and thermal similarity between the reactors. In the case of electrochemical reactors an additional criterion necessary to define the scale-up is that of current/potential similarity. These four criteria are discussed below:
Geometric similarity
Geometric similarity is achieved by fixing the dimensional ratios of the corresponding reactors. However, for electrochemical reactors, this criterion cannot normally be met, as increasing the inter-electrode gap would give a high voltage drop and increased energy costs. Further, in 3D electrodes an increased electrode thickness may cause a decrease in the average electric potential and/or promote secondary electrode reactions [7] . Therefore, geometric similarity is usually sacrificed in favor of current/potential similarity in electrochemical reactors. Scale-up in electrochemical reactors is achieved by using multiple cells and reactor units [8] .
Kinematic similarity
Kinematic similarity is concerned with the flow velocities within a system. In any continuous reactor, the gas and liquid flow loads, or more generally the Reynolds number govern the pressure drop, fluid hold-up and mass transfer capacity in the system [9] . Therefore it was desirable to maintain similar gas and liquid flow velocities through the corresponding reactors.
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Thermal similarity
Thermal similarity implies matching the temperatures in corresponding portions of the reactors under comparison. This condition may be approached by temperature control through internal heat transfer surfaces and/or heat exchange with recycling reactants. Thermal similarity is difficult to maintain in the scale-up of electrochemical reactors due to the effect of Joule heating within inter-electrode dimensions of the order of millimeters. The method of providing cooling channels between cells (as in conventional fuel cell stacks) is not practical in other types of electrochemical reactor and in any case would defeat the purpose of the reactor design.
Current/potential similarity
Electrochemical reactors, unlike their thermo chemical or chemical counterparts, require electrical similarity and this is usually the most important criterion in the scale-up of such reactors. Electrical similarity exists between two units when corresponding electrode potential and current density differences bear a constant ratio [8] . This criterion necessitates a constant inter-electrode gap on scale-up. One factor normally employed to quantify the effect is the Wagner number (Wa), which may be defined as:
Where (k) is the electrolyte conductivity, V the electrodepotential, i the current density and L the characteristic length. For electrical similarity, the Wagner number in the two reactors should have the same value at all points being compared. In 3D electrodes, an inverse Wagner number qualitatively describes the current distribution in the system [10] . These sets are the rules to get uniform current distribution for scale-up. i. e. for reactors operating under kinetic control, better uniformity is obtained for a higher slope of polarization curve, larger conductivity of electrolyte (k in equation (1)), smaller characteristic length (L in the equation (1)) and lower average current density. The constraints of current/potential similarity require that the scale-up of electrochemical reactors to industrial capacity is usually achieved by:
i. Fixing the inter electrode gap while increasing the superficial area of individual cells ii. Stacking individual cells in monopolar or bipolar multi-cell reactors (e. g. containing up to 200 cells)
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Current and potential distribution in planar electrode
Many industrial electrochemical processes use channel flow between two plane, parallel electrode as shown in Fig. (1 ) The current distribution on such electrode is dependent on type of polarization occurring on the electrode surface; therefore current distribution can be classified as primary, secondary and limiting current distribution [11] .
Primary current distribution
The primary current and potential distribution apply when the surface overpotentail can be neglected and the solution adjacent to an electrode can be taken equipotentail surface. Calculation of primary current distribution and resistance represents a first step toward analyzing and optimizing an electrochemical system. The cell resistance calculated can be coupled with calculation including mass-transfer and kinetic effects to optimize approximately a given cell configuration.
Calculation the primary current and potential distribution involves solution of Laplace's equation [∇ 2φ = 0]. Solution methods are analytically and numerically, the analytical methods involves the method of image [12] ,separation of variables [13] , superposition [14, 15] , and Schwarz-Christoffel transformation [16] . The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation is a powerful tools for solution of Laplace's equation in systems with planar electrodes. This method was used by Moulten [17] which gave a classical solution for the primary current distribution for two electrode placed arbitrarily on the boundary of a rectangle, in their analysis they considered a special case of planer cells in which two plane electrodes placed opposite each other in walls of flow channel ( Fig. (1) ). The potential distribution is shown in Fig. (2) for L=2h. The current lines are represented by solid curves and equipotentail surface by dash curves. The two sets curves should be perpendicular to each other every where in the solution.
Moulten [17] represented the current distribution by the following equation:
Where v = l/2h ,x measured from the center of electrode ,(K)is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind tabulated in reference [18 ] . Primary current distribution is determined by geometric factors alone, thus ,only the geometric ratios of cell are a parameter. Wagner number expresses the ratio of the polarization resistance at the interface over the ohmic resistance in the electrolyte approaches to zero in this case. 
Secondary current distribution
When slow electrode kinetics are taken into consideration, the electrolytic solution near the electrode is no longer an equipotentail surface, and the result of calculation is secondary current and potential distribution. Secondary current distribution predominates if the kinetic resistance is higher than the ohmic resistance. The general effect of electrode polarization is to make the secondary current potential nearly uniform than the primary current distribution and an infinite current density at the edge of electrode is eliminated. This can be regarded as the result of imposing an additional resistances at electrode interface [19] . Calculation of secondary current distribution was achieved analytically and numerically by several investigators [20] . The prediction of current distribution using numerical methods is an essential step in the rational design and scale-up of electrochemical reactors and in engineering analysis of electrochemical processes.
A numerical method for predicting current density distribution in multi-ion electrolytes was developed, assuming steady-state, 2D, dilute solution theory and constant properties. The parallel-plate electrochemical reactor (PPER) geometry was used. The calculation of current density for the PPER had been a frequent subject of study but reported mathematical models exist only for limited cases. For example, the models of Parrish and Newman [21] and Caban and Chapman [22] were based on the thin diffusion layer approach, while by Pickett [23] on the mass transfer control assumption, and those of White, Bain and Raible [24] and Nguyen, Walton and White [25] ignore axial diffusion and axial migration and do not account for high velocities
Tertiary current distribution
The combined effects of activation and concentration polarization give rise to changes in primary current distribution resulting in what is known as tertiary current distribution. In such cases the potential of the solution does not obey the Laplace's equation due to concentration variation. When the concentration at surface of electrode approaches to zero, the limiting current condition occurs and distribution of current is limited by the mass transfer rate through the diffusion layer [26] : 13 23
Figure (3) shows the three types of current and potential distribution 
Current and potential distribution in cylindrical electrodes
Electrodes have been rotated at least since 1905 to provide some quantitative control of solution convection. Hydrodynamic theory for such electrode is generally considered to originate with Levich [27] . A number of rotating electrode geometries have been explored , namely the rotating cylinder electrode(RCE), rotating cone electrode, rotating hemispherical electrode, have been used, but only the RCE has grown to be generally accepted and increasingly widely used. Electrochemical reactors based on the RCE have particularly used in metal ion removal from dilute aqueous solutions, where the metal can be deposited on the surface of an inner rotating cathode. The enhanced mass transport to such RCE cathodes has already been considered and a number of industrial devices have utilized this (and related) technology:
i. The Eco-Cell [28, 29] and the Eco-Cascade cell [30] ii. The MVH cell [31] iii. The Turbocel [32] iv. A cell from Enthone±OMI [33] v. A rotating cathode band cell from Heraeus El-ektrochemie GmbH [34] .
The design and application of RCE reactors in metal ion removal have been extensively reviewed [35, 36, 37] . The primary and secondary current distribution were studies by many investigators for example, the primary and secondary current distribution for deposition of copper-nickel alloys from a citrate electrolyte was studied by Madore and Landolt [38, 39] where an empirical equation for the primary current distribution on rotating cylinder electrode has been reported as follows: 
Modeling of RCE cells has been focused on both the primary and secondary current distribution with very few studies of the tertiary current distribution.
Current and potential distribution in fixed bed electrodes
Packed bed electrodes can be used for electrochemical recovery of heavy metals from a variety of industrial and laboratory model solutions (Bennion and Newman [40] ; Doherty et al. [41] ; El-Deab et al. , [42] ; Gaunand et al. , [43] ; Lanza and Bertazzoli, [44] ; Podlaha and Fenton, [45] ; Ponce de León and Pletcher, [46] ; Saleh, [47] ; Soltan et al. , [48] .
The study of the behavior of fixed bed electrode falls within the scope of electrochemical engineering considered to be the application of the principal of analysis and design of the chemical engineering discipline to electrochemical processes. Fixed bed electrode does not normally operate with a uniform reaction rate and potential, because of ohmic voltage losses within their structure and consequently the specific surface area is not used to full. From a practical point view, it is desirable to utilize most of the internal surface area of the electrode. The estimation of the utilized specific surface area is therefore of great importance in the design and scale-up of these electrodes and one approach is by analogy to the chemical engineering analysis of heterogeneous reactions such as gas-solid catalytic reaction and gas-liquid absorption with chemical reaction, extended to the electrochemical case. Therefore, an effectiveness or effectiveness factor is introduced into account for the fraction of bed thickness electrochemically reactive. This effectiveness (ε) is defined as follows:
observed electrolytic current for thedesired reaction current obtained withan electrode whose over potential is the sameat every point for that reaction ε =
As a rough guide to the operation of fixed bed electrodes, the effectiveness should have a minimum value of 0. 5 if they are to be considered worthwhile alternative to plate electrode cell [49] .
Two principle configuration of fixed bed electrodes have been developed ,the flow through porous electrodes(FTPE) where fluid and current flow are parallel, and flow-by porous electrode (FBPE) where fluid flow perpendicularly to current [50] . The current and potential distribution in the first configuration is one-dimensional (the electrode potential varies in the direction of current flow) while the second type involving a two -dimensional problem( the electrode potential varies in the direction parallel to or perpendicular to current flow),which is inherently more complex than the first type.
In the first configuration, a dilemma can arise in choosing a sufficient electrode length to ensure a high conversion factor of the reacting species but avoiding at the same time, a too large potential distribution and consequently bad process selectivity. This is an obstacle for any tentative industrial application of the flow through porous electrode [51] . Alternatively in the second configuration the existence of two degree of freedom (thickness and length of electrode) make it possible to obtain simultaneously a uniform potential distribution and adequate residence time. Therefore this configuration is more adapted to an industrial use [52] . On the other hand, due to fact that first configuration obeys one-dimensional model ,it is very valuable in the theoretical formulations of current and potential distribution in porous electrode [53] . In addition Fedikiw [54] found that if the aspect ratio (length/thickness) of flowby electrode is large, it is reasonable to assume that the potential field is governed by one dimensional Laplace's equation and consequently the flow through type can be considered to simulated the behavior of a horizontal slab of the flow-by electrode.
One-dimensional model
The complex structure of porous electrode is almost or always reduced for purpose of analysis to a one-dimensional representation. A one-dimensional model of porous electrode is most frequently used; this choice avoids considerable mathematical difficulty and at the same time provides solutions which are in reasonable agreement with experiment [55] .
Coeuret et al. [56] [57] [58] were the first to study and analyse the current and potential distribution in flow through fixed bed by using a mathematical approach similar to that proposed by the chemical engineering discipline for heterogeneous reaction. They represented the current and potential distribution by the following dimensionless relationship: Where Kn is an effectiveness criterion for fixed bed electrode operating under Tafel polarization regime. Its value determines the effectiveness factor by the following relation:
Where (εn)is the effectiveness factor for packed bed electrode under Tafel region.
It was found in scale-up of electrochemical reactor [59 ] ,the effectiveness factor (εn) for scaleup depends on bed thickness (L) and the potential at the back of electrode (η(L)). The conclusion was that effectiveness factor increases as bed thickness (L) decreasing and potential (η(L)) increasing.
Therefore a higher fraction of bed thickness reactive can be obtained either at lower thickness or higher value of potential. Practically, it is preferred to use higher thickness of bed to ensure a higher current supplied or production rate. On the other hand, it is necessary to utilize the maximum portion of surface area with maximum effective bed thickness. It is found that bed thickness not higher than 0. 6 cm must be taken as a maximum limit in the scale-up of the system under study and this system should not be operated beyond this value of bed thickness because it will be not utilized in the reaction zone and causing higher capital cost.
In recent years there are many researches have been done in scale -up of electrochemical reactor [60] [61] [62] ,the aim of these studies and the previous one are how to scaling up the electrochemical reactors to industrial case maintaining the same potential and current distribution. These factors have a vital role in developing the electrochemical system at different fields especially in waste water treatments.
Tow dimensional model
On the contrary to the one-dimensional model a few works have been concerned with the fundamental study of fixed bed electrode obeying two dimensional model. Alkire et al. [63 ] were the pioneers in the analysis of two dimensional model , where a finite difference method was adopted for Laplace differential equation solution. Their study was extended to the limiting current condition in subsequent work [64 ] .
Mass transfer criteria for scale-up
Design equation for scale up of electrochemical reactor
The electrochemical cell can be controlled by mass transfer at the electrode surface. In the electrochemical cell, for example, a metal-ion concentration at the cathode surface decreased by electrolysis. The mass flux of a metal-ion generated by a special concentration gradient can be described by Fick's law.
Equation (9) can be expressed in one-dimensional form which can be applied to diffusive mass transport for large flat electrodes:
The current density of an electrochemical cell removing a metal-ion by electrochemical conversion couples the rate of electrochemical conversion with diffusive mass transport at and toward the electrode surface:
The index 0 refers to y=0 which means at the electrode surface. The mass transfer rate and associated current densities are given by the product of the mass transfer coefficient km and the concentration difference:
( ) 
An explicit equation for the mass transfer coefficient, km, can be found for laminar flow. Under turbulent flow one can only measure the mass transfer coefficient by measuring the mass transport limited current densities. However, this is a tedious affair as mass transfer is often influenced by a great number of variables.
Dimensional analysis allows one to reduce the number of variables which have to be taken into account for mass transfer determination by introducing dimensionless groups. For mass transfer under forced convection, there are at least three dimensionless groups. Those are the Sherwood number, Sh, which contains the mass transfer coefficient, the Reynolds number, Re, which contains the flow velocity and defines the flow condition (laminar/turbulent) and the Schmidt number, Sc, which characterizes the diffusive and viscous properties of the respective fluid and describes the relative extension of the fluiddynamic and concentration boundary layer. The experimental determination of Sh is quite easy in an electrochemical reactor. Measuring the limiting current and using equation (13), one obtains Sh from ilim. 
Conclusion
The design and scale-up of the electrochemical reactor play an important role in the development of industrial electrochemical processes. Therefore studying the controlling factors on scale-up make the operation of the system more efficient and economic on the commercialization stage. Current and potential distributions are the most significant parameters characterizing the operation of the electrochemical cell. The current density on the electrodes is directly proportional to the reaction rate and its distribution critically affects the electrochemical process. In parallel plate and rotating cylinder electrodes, primary and secondary current and potential distribution are very important, the primary current distribution apply when the surface overpotentail can be neglected and the solution adjacent to an electrode can be taken to be equipotentail surface, while secondary current distribution predominates if the kinetic resistance is higher than the ohmic resistance. In porous electrodes, an effectiveness or effectiveness factor should be taken into account which refers to the fraction of bed thickness electrochemically reactive. The effectiveness should have a minimum value of 0. 5 if they are to be considered worthwhile alternative to plate electrode cell. Studding above factors in addition to the mass transfer correlation are an important parameter for scale-up the electrochemical reactor and should be considered in any future study in any electrochemical reactor before implant to industrial application. 
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